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TS-333 Floor Grip II
Non-Slip Floor Coating

Non-skid Made Easier!
Floor-Grip II (TS-333) is the result of a whole bunch of customer feed-back. It’s everything you asked for; safety, durability and good looks in a VOC compliant, low odor direct to metal or concrete format. It produces a beautifully textured non skid finish that
really lasts. Like original Floor-Grip we’ve added three different sizes of aggregate to a
tough industrial/marine modified alkyd base for lasting durability. It produces an attractive high build finish that adds sure footing in a wide variety of applications.
Floor-Grip II is tough enough for high traffic commercial areas and attractive enough to
be used in front of Las Vegas Destination Hotel Casinos. Businesses and home owners
love it because it improves safety, lowers liability and produces an attractive finish that
is tough enough to meet the demands of high traffic and easy enough to walk on in
bare feet.
The easy to use no-mix formula is acceptable for use on decks, steps, gangways,
ramps, in dining areas, kitchen areas, swimming pool areas or in public bathrooms. It is
resistant to color fade, abrasion and the effects of ponding water. It will fill and seal
small cracks. It is considerably harder, more durable and longer lasting than typical non
slip floor paint. It adheres to most any surface including concrete, asphalt, ferrous and
non-ferrous metals and masonry while providing a durable non-skid surface that has
superior resistance to abrasion, marring, chipping and cracking. Covers 75-100 square
feet per gallon. Cleans up with water. VOC compliant. Available in 100 colors.

Product Features
Acceptable for use in commercial applications.
Attractive non-skid finish.
Low odor, VOC compliant formula.
No-Mix formula
Impact and scuff resistant finish.
Resists cracking and peeling.
Provides superior adhesion.
Easy application.
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Performance Data Sheet
TS-333 Floor-Grip II Non-Skid Coating

COLOR(S): Unlimited Range of Colors.
PRODUCT TYPE: Pigmented waterborne acrylic latex polymer.
DESCRIPTION: Floor-Grip II is an acrylic aggregate added floor coating suitable for direct to steel, masonry,
concrete or wooden surfaces. It contains a special combination of aggregates which creates an attractive surface
when cured. Withstands rough weather conditions high volume traffic and daily wear and tear.
Intended Use: For use on wood, steel, aluminum, concrete or masonry surfaces: Floors, decks, porches, walkways,
ramps, steps, boat decks, bridge-ways and numerous other industrial or marine applications.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
VISCOSITY: 125 k.u.
WEIGHT SOLIDS: 64-66%
VOLUME SOLIDS: 45-47%
DRY TO TOUCH: 1 hour
TACK FREE: 2 hours
TIME TO RECOAT: 24 hours
DRY HARD: 24 hours
FLASH POINT: N/A
V.O.C.: 37 grams per liter
WEIGHT PER GALLON: 13 lbs. per gal.
COLOR RANGE: unlimited range of colors
PACKAGING: 1 or 5 gallon containers
PRACTICAL COVERAGE: 100 square feet per gallon.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Clean all surfaces of oil, dirt, grease, corrosion and any existing paint that lacks
good adhesion. Temperature must be a minimum of 50 F. to apply. Ensure that the surface is clean and free of all
grease, oil and contaminates. Where rust is evident treat with TS-5679 Phos-Pro Rust Converting Cleaner. Aluminum: Etch bare aluminum with TS-695 Cleaner-Etcher. Prime aluminum with TS-664 Fiberglass & Aluminum
Primer according to label directions. Steel: Apply directly to prepared steel. Cement & Masonry Surfaces: New
concrete should be allowed to cure 30 days prior to application. Sand, grind or blast where required. Clean with TS
-695 Etching Cleaner allow to dry thoroughly. Wood: For previously painted wood, remove any loose or peeling
paint. For glossy surfaces, prepare the surface by applying TS-644 Gloss Set (Liquid Sandpaper) to dull finish
prior to application. For New Wood: Ensure that the wood is clean and free of all foreign matter, then simply apply Floor-Grip II to the substrate.
APPLICATION: Stir thoroughly before application. Apply by brush or loop or texture roller at a spreading rate of
100 square feet per gallon. Allow the surface at least 24 hours before walking on or for recoating.
THINNING: Thinning is not recommended. If absolutely necessary use regular tap water.
CLEAN-UP: Equipment and tools may be cleaned with regular tap water or TS-610 Lacquer Thinner.

